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The use of the PLS-CADDCAD set by X-ray crystallographers is now providing a number of new exciting areas for activity such as upgrading models of structures where clashes are observed with available data to be able to understand the problem and to propose a solution in a structure model, or to allow for automated
calculation of clash functions in structures. An example of the application of the new functionality is shown in Figure 6.5. In this example, an automatically generated clash function is superimposed on a model structure generated using the crystal structure of the protein interleukin-2. The manual process for model building would
have been to manually build the DNA sequence, perform NCA, and finally construct the final structure model. The proposed "automated" process is to allow for the use of the DNA structure to generate the clash function as the model. Figure 6.5 Demonstration of new functionality; clash function generated automatically from the
DNA structure. The use of clash functions is another recent addition to the PLS-CADD structure building functionality. These are generated for clash analysis using the sequence that is deposited for the structure with those that are in the PDB that are based on the same sequence. Clash functions and potential clashes with
observed data are now calculated to provide an assessment of the quality of the structure being built. Examples of this functionality are shown in Figure 6.6. Firstly, the initial structure models are assessed for clash with data in the PDB. As Clash functions can also be used to assess model quality, this is shown in the following
example. A model of crambin is built using the sequence, the NCA is performed, and the clash function is calculated using the deposited sequence against the sequence that is present in the PDB. This is then used to assess the quality of the model which can be seen in the red line in the left hand image. In the example in the
right hand image, the clash function is used to assess clashes with experimental data. Experimental data is supplied in the form of a data file that is easily uploaded. In this case, the structure of crambin is modelled for the high-resolution crystal structure at 1.8 Å. This is done by uploading the clash function for crambin produced
by the automated clash function generation in PLS-CADD against the structure at 1.8 Å. The comparison of the clash function against the experimental data is shown in the right hand image. In this image, a clash function calculation is shown
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(2008-10-10) DEMO (2008-10-10) PARKS: First of all, I would like to say, if there's any way I can help out with this demo, I'd love to. I am not a programmer, but I'd love to learn, especially if it helps out with what I'm doing. (2008-10-10) STUDY: I have the same problem. An empty file exported by MGL is very different from MGL
my previous export. How can I fix this? COMPANY: I tried the latest stable release,.13, but it still use the old engine. (2008-10-10) OTW: I am sorry to hear about your problems. It sounds like something wrong with your installation. I'd recommend you try re-installing PLS-CADD and let us know what happens. (2008-10-11) FIX: I
have successfully updated the interactive version. (2008-10-11) FIX: There is a link somewhere to previous versions, I can't remember it off hand, I'll see if I can dig it up. (2008-10-11) STUDY: I just tried the PLS-CADD 15 and it works fine. What about your old workspace, did you try to import? If your workspace is something like
(2008-10-11) WEB: OK, I've figured out what's going on. There was an updated version of PLS-CADD developed separately. The Interacive version does not work well. I've sent you a patch for the non-interactive version. (2008-10-11) FIX: I was able to fix your workspace issue by reverting a few of the files you sent me back in late
September. I have a new version of these files for you to test. Let me know if you find anything else. (2008-10-11) SOLUTION: I have tested your new workspace version and it works fine for me. (2008-10-11) SOLUTION: All I can say is there's something wrong with your installation. I'll try to help if I can find out what. (2008-10-11)
FIX 0cc13bf012
However, I just wish that I could find some one to give me some sort of time estimate on development and which is the reason why PLS-CADD is not purchased by major software companies. I mean how long does it take to develop for example CAD applications of such scale and complexity. I have already asked this on the PLSCADD forum and have received no answer. You should at least understand what is the timing to getting an estimation. Still I guess there are major company out there which is ready to buy CAD software. Try to find out what are the major companies which provides CAD software worldwide. The best you can do. And the good
thing is there is not only PLS-CADD but there are alternatives too. And time does not count how long it is taking to develop an application for only 1 person. Still PLS-CADD is one of the best applications in the field of CAD and it is free. Version 13 is the most important version in my opinion and the current version is the best
available one. Is the free version really not available to software companies? I think there is a serious problem with this issue and that is why you do not get an answer from the PLS-CADD forum. Even in versions 11 and 12 there is a similar problem. I think it is something to do with PLS-CADD. And I think it is PLS-CADD
themselves asking you to make the PLS-CADD free. I think that it is only the people in the software companies who suffer from the expensive pricing of PLS-CADD and others do not care for this issue. So the people in PLS-CADD are really not in the position to give you an estimation what is currently the timing. I think it is a
question to PLS-CADD. And sometimes PLS-CADD give you a different timing than the person actually working on this issue. In other words, I think it is PLS-CADD telling their user base that it is not serious for us to give you an estimation what is the timing. Version 13 was released in Jan 2010 and it is free for both home and
business users. In fact, the whole software is free (commercial and free). And it is also updated frequently.
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• The CubeFlip tool (Figure 2) allows you to flip a box around a central point. This converts a horizontal box to a vertical one. You simply place the box around the center of a box which is already in the correct orientation. The height of the central box is reduced by a selected percentage. • Additional options allow you to clip
around the edges of the cube and to set the shift amount and the clear amount. 1. Start with a box, and click the CubeFlip tool and select the centre point of your box, as shown here. Figure 2 A box with the centre point selected and the cube flip tool activated. 2. If you do not want to have the axis indicators under the surface,
click the Axes button to open the Axes dialog box. You can also access the same menu via the View menu. 3. Select ‘Hide Axes/Deactivate’ and click OK. 4. From the windows and icon display, change the view to ‘Z-axis point of view’. You will see the centre point of the box and the axis indicators disappear. 5. Click the CubeFlip
tool and select the box in the correct orientation. 6. You can now add a text annotation to the new box. You can also add a shadow, using an additional box, or rotate the box in the same way as a line. Figure 3 Displayed with four circles. Arrangement of 3D elements This new window allows you to create a 3D arrangement with
the same functionality as the text arrangement window in PLS-CADD. This includes rotations, translations and other operations. Once you have finished creating the desired arrangement, you can save it as a scratch file or export it to the PLS-CADD clipboard as a.PLS file. Once this file is opened in a supported product, you can
paste it into a drawing window. Any 3D arrangement can be converted into a 2D outline. 3D elements can also be copied or converted to 2D figures. You can add multiple layers of 3D and 2D arrangements, and have them displayed side by side, or on top of each other. Figure 4 Solid models of an aircraft and a helicopter in the
centre. Some of the models are not displayed because of their size. Enabling smart line options Enhanced line handling, such as snapping
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